Cornwall
City & Sea Exchange 2008
Report: 17-28 August 2008
Project overview
The Cornwall City and Sea Exchange project, now celebrating its second successful year, enabled a
group of young people from rural Cornwall and central London to explore a diverse range of career
prospects and opportunities presented by organisations and companies from the maritime industry.
The ten day programme also provided an unusual opportunity for the two groups of young people
from very different backgrounds and home lives to meet socially, to build confidence and exchange
life experiences.
The programme started in Lizard Peninsula, Cornwall developing an
awareness of the maritime influences in this rural coastal location.
The group were given presentational talks and guided tours of a
successful Cornish private marina business, the Royal Navy air sea
rescue operations, the Coast Guard Centre in Falmouth, the Lizard
Lighthouse and conservation of the Cornish coastal cliffs and
countryside. The group spent a further 4 days in London where
links with the maritime industry included a visit to the Greenwich
Maritime Museum and the Tate & Lyle Factory looking at the
historical development of shipping trade on the River Thames. The
programme finally ending with informative discussions from the capitals shipping insurers at Lloyd’s
of London and The Baltic Exchange, providing
the young people with a unique opportunity to
raise their awareness of the importance and
value of the maritime sector to our country’s
economy.
The City and Sea Exchange project was a great
success in meeting the aim of educating this
group of young people in career opportunities in
the maritime industry and also in achieving a greater understanding of their different lives and how
similar they found them to be. All the individuals involved gained personally from the interaction
with others of a similar age and the experience of working together as a group.
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Aim of this project
Our seas, oceans and inland waterways are of huge importance in terms of
resources, the environment and conservation, trade and industry, marine
sciences and leisure activity. (Sea Vision UK)

The majority of young people leaving schools, colleges or universities don’t have a perception of how
crucial the sea and maritime sector is to our modern day society. For many teenagers, particularly
those who live in cities and away from our British coastline, the sea and coastal landscapes and their
related activities are seldom visible in everyday life. The appreciated value to this country’s
environment, economy and affect on our global trade is often invisible.
The aim of the City and Sea Exchange Project is to recruit a number of young people who live with
the seas, oceans and inland waterways at their doorsteps, both in the city and rural landscapes, to
explore, experience and raise awareness of the maritime sector and increase an understanding of
opportunities open to them for careers in this exciting and developing industry.

Who was involved?
A good partnership has been set up between Tower Hamlets Summer University (THSU), London and
The Lizard Outreach Trust (LOT) in the far south west of Cornwall, to organise the programme for the
City and Sea Exchange. Each organisation invited a group of young people aged between 15 and 19
years old, who were interested in understanding more about the maritime industry and developing
their career opportunities, to meet and learn together, first in a rural location and then an urban city
environment.
The THSU organisational aims, to promote racial tolerance and
enhance community relations, and to break down racial and
social barriers between young people from rural and urban areas
was achieved through this collaboration of young people from
different backgrounds, environments and lifestyles. Consequently
11 young people from Tower Hamlets borough and 12 young
people from the Lizard Peninsula area gathered for their first
meeting and dinner at a Youth Hostel in Coverack, Cornwall for
the start of the 10 day excursion, exploration and social
interaction of their lives.
It was also important to carry out collaborative delivery of the sessions where possible and make
links with interrelated maritime companies and organisations. This was done so that there would be
maximum learning opportunities possible for all the young people involved. The success of the
project was down to working with a diverse range of experts in the maritime industry, from those
who were European leaders in innovative boat technology to insurers and lawyers of global shipping.
As a result, this provided a valuable and unique insight into the varied maritime industry career
opportunities available for young people.
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Project executed by:
Abdul Azim (Project Co-ordinator, THSU)
Jenny Cater (Course Leader, THSU)
Abdulla Almamun (Group Leader, THSU)
Tony Roberts (Group Leader, LOT)
Jacquie Pascoe (Support Worker, LOT)
Maggie Roberts (Trustee, LOT)
Delivery Partners:
Many partners were involved in the delivery of the project. Many of these provided support in kind,
and many thanks to them for their efforts in making the experience worthwhile.
London
Cargill
Holman Fenwick Willan (Solicitors)
ITIC (International Transport Intermediaries Club Ltd)
Lloyd’s of London
Lloyd’s Register
Merchant Navy Training Board
National Maritime Museum (Greenwich)
Sea Vision UK
Simpson Spence and Young Shipbrokers
Tate & Lyle
The Baltic Exchange
Cornwall
BT Goonhilly Earth Station
Coverack Watersports School
Falmouth Coastguard Centre
Lizard Lighthouse, Trinity House
Mullion Cove Hotel
Mylor Yacht Harbour
National Trust Cornwall
Roskillys Farm
Royal Naval Air Station, Culdrose

Funders:
The following funders made the project happen. Without their donation and generosity, the project
could not have been possible.
The Baltic Exchange
The Worshipful Company of Shipwrights
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Recruitment
Young people from Tower Hamlets and other London boroughs were invited to apply for the course
through the Tower Hamlets Summer University course brochure and website. After short-listing
from 32 applicants a telephone interview narrowed the selection to 12 young people who indicated
a genuine interest in the subject area. To reduce any risk of drop-outs, the accepted young people
were expected to:
1. Write a short essay before the course started, answering the following question: “How will
this Maritime experience benefit you and what do you hope to gain from it?”
2. Attend a group meeting to draw up ground rules and fill in medical consent forms etc.
3. Provide a deposit of £20 (which is refundable upon completion of the programme)
The Lizard Outreach Trust recruited participants from local secondary schools on the Lizard
Peninsula. The rural spread of population in the region, and the more limited access to numbers of
young people from specific schools, narrowed the field of interested and posed a potential challenge
to Lizard Outreach Trust. However a full group enrolled and LOT followed a similar procedure of
meeting the young people and asking them to write a short essay to qualify for selection onto the
programme.

Gender Breakdown

Age Breakdown
19 20

Female
47%

Male
53%

15

18

16
17

There were 11 young people from London and 12 from Cornwall that started and completed this
programme. There were slightly more females than males accepted in Cornwall but as one female
from London was not able to attend at the last minute the gender ratio remained even. The total
number of 23 young people provided a good range and mix of groups, interests and social
interaction over the ten day span of the programme.
The City and Sea Exchange targets the age range of
15 – 19 years. This year the majority of young
people were in the older age bracket between 17
and 19 (one participant had turned 20 two days
before leaving). There was a good gender mix of
ages from both organisations.

Etnicity
Breakdown

White/
Black
Asian

White
British
Black

For young people to interact on an educational and
social level from two very diverse backgrounds and cultural identities provides an opportunity for
them to acknowledge racial tolerance and community relations.
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Quotes from Essays:
‘When I start university I aim to join the URNEW which is the Royal Navy Student Unit. So the
experience will not only give me short term benefits but will help to make accurate and informed
decisions about my future.’ (Ayehsa Rafique 19)
‘I hardly know anything about Cornwall and have not done much research on the maritime
industry. Not because I am not interested in it, just because I was not aware of it before discovering
this course.’ (Thi Boily 17)
‘I was one of the lucky students in the UK to take part on a tall ships adventure. It was a
great opportunity to learn more about the maritime. Having this great opportunity to go to Cornwall
I want to improve my communications and leadership skills and work with the students who are not
my friends and from different backgrounds.’ (Shahin Ahmed18)
‘Having studied Economics at A-level…The sea is something that is often taken for granted
and not looked at as significant to the economy so this programme will give me an insight into the
part it plays in Europe.’ (Gloria Oriade 19)
‘..living a city life we become less aware of the maritime industry which is just a few miles
away from us (e.g. the River Thames), and so I want to be more knowledgeable on what sort of
career paths are available rather than the obvious fishing and life guard saving we all hear about.’
(Nazmul Hudha 18)
‘In December I will be undertaking myself chosen work experience at the Rail and Maritime
Transport Workers Trade Union. I am interested in politics and looking forward to hearing from
people representing the various organisations on what they do for a living and how their lives are
influenced by this industry.’ (Louis Ellison 15)

The Programme
The Cornwall City and Sea Exchange programme is an intensive educational and activity packed 10
days. This year the London group travelled to rural Cornwall for the first five days and the following
weekend the young people from Cornwall visited the capital city of London.

Day 1
Travelling 5 hours from London to Cornwall was for
some of the young people the longest journey they had
made away from the city. We arrived in Cornish rain
greeted with smiling faces from our hosts Maggie and
Tony from Lizard Outreach Trust explaining that the
weather was ‘normal’. The Londoners had expected to
see the sun shining down in Cornwall!!
The Coverack Youth Hostel provided two dormitories.
The facilities were very good, with lounge areas, large
dining room and outside garden seating. The
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breakfasts were excellent!!
‘‘What did cheer me up was us girls getting the room with the fantastic view!’’
The first BBQ in the evening was cancelled due to the weather but dinner at the hostel gave the
London group an opportunity to meet the young people living in Cornwall. A walk down to Coverack
fishing village and the bay at dusk was a chance to stretch our legs and take in the sea air.
‘I actually managed to have a discussion with them straight away – something I was
quite surprised about – I mean I thought it would take hours or days to actually get
to know them and have conversations without making such an effort!’

Day 2
Mylor Harbour, Falmouth, Cornwall:
Jonathan Fielding – General Manager
Mylor Harbour is a modern and spacious ‘marina’ (a harbour for yachts and other pleasure boats)
where you can moor up your 23 ft Yacht, for the night or the whole year!!!
‘I’ve never seen so many boats in my life!’
Jonathan Fielding took us on a tour of the fascinating working boat yard – demonstrating boat
maintenance and the latest boat technology – building, paint
spraying, mechanical and electrical engineering and
traditional shipwright skills. We were given an interesting talk
about the planning, building and development of the harbour
over the past 10 years and its future prospects of a long term
development plan, the potential Olympic involvement and a
centre of excellence. Although tucked away in an area of
outstanding natural beauty on the Lizard Peninsula the
harbour has many links with London: the yacht owners
(clients), holiday makers; 2012 Olympics providing training centres for overseas teams; technology
and practical applications of boat building; training apprenticeships.
The group were captivated by Jonathan’s power point presentation and
his own background and education providing an opening for them to see
that it is possible to live and work in a successful business outside London.
They were made aware of the top ranking status of the UK in advanced
boat technology and had many questions to ask to clarify their
understanding. Some from both London and Cornwall were interested in
the possible links and experience they could gain in the lead up to the
Olympics.
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LUNCH – was a walk through the historic streets of the town and port of Falmouth. One of the
world’s deepest natural harbours, Falmouth has been an historical maritime location and remains
the last port for very large cargo ships to fuel, trade or repair before venturing out to the ocean or
continuing up the coastline. Falmouth is also a sailing destination for the leisure industry and
continues to provide increasing opportunities for yachting and sailing experiences.

Falmouth Port and Leisure Yacht Pontoon

Falmouth Coastguard Centre, Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centre:
Captain Simon Rabett
This is a world class organisation committed to prevent loss of life, improving maritime safety and
protecting the marine environment.
After a video showing operating practices of the Coastguard the group had the chance to walk
around the operations room, look at maps, computer screens
and chat with the men working there.
Search and Rescue is about ‘the organising and mobilising of
top resources to respond to people in distress at sea or along
the coast line of the UK’. Simon Rabbet and his crew provided
an interesting insight into the work of the coastguard and
made the young people far more
aware of sea rescues and the
extent of manpower and technology involved in these operations on a
worldwide scale – being responsible for all British ships at sea. They
made links to other coastal centres around the UK and the importance of
our maritime coast to UK industry and the imperative service that the
coast guard provides to all shipping vessels crossing our waters.

We had the privilege of ‘speaking to the guys who operate the
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rescues and smooch around the rescue operations centre, use their binoculars to look out to
sea and be there when the action went down.’

Beach Life and the RNLI
The end of the afternoon on the drive back to the Hostel the group were able to grab a couple of
hours down on the beach. For some this was the first time they had been to the coast of Britain. To
run around with friends on a beach was an invaluable time
for the group to bond together, get to know each other
more and have fun getting wet, taking photos or just taking
time out for themselves. Some of the group were soon
talking to a life guard on the beach – and learnt about his
role, his quad bike and surf board!! Another dimension of
the leisure industry and rescue services provided by the
Royal National Lifeboat Institute many of us visiting the
coast and beaches don’t always think about.
DINNER – We were treated to the delights of Roskilly Farm Croust Restaurant for dinner. It was a
traditional Cornish pasty fayre and the added bonus of Roskilly’s homemade ice-cream. It is a family
run Cornish business that also produces other food products from their own land including jams and
honey and has diversified into furniture making and art works.

Day 3
RNAS Culdrose Air/Sea Rescue
One of Europe’s largest helicopter bases, RNAS Culdrose delivers highly capable Helicopter
Squadrons specialising in Anti-Submarine Warfare, Anti-Surface Warfare and Airborne Surveillance
and Control.
‘RNAS was a serious place – some of the security guards had guns!’
The frontline Squadrons are deployed to ships all over the world to support the Royal Navy in its
global operations. Back at the Air Station, trainee Aircrew, Engineers, Air Traffic Controllers, Firefighters and Flight Deck crews undergo intensive training prior to joining Naval Air Squadrons for
duties at sea.
Additionally, their ‘Search and Rescue’ Squadron is on constant standby 365-days a year to react to
emergencies throughout the Southwest region. Its red and grey helicopters can be seen braving all
types of weather responding to calls for help on land and sea.
So the City and Sea Exchange group were very privileged to be allowed into the base and be given a
tour over one of the Seahawk helicopters. In addition one of the Air Crew provided a 20 minute
presentation of the Search and Rescue squadron and outline of the Royal Naval services. The group
had many enquiring questions and wanted to know so much more and one of the girls commented:
‘Oooh interesting…we start our day by visiting the RNAS – royal navy air force. This is one of my
favourite parts as I have always had an interest in the Navy. What I most enjoyed about this part of
the day was that we got to go inside a real Sea King MK5. How wicked was that?’
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LUNCH - Mullion Cove Hotel
In a World of its own, the Mullion Cove Hotel in South Cornwall is a celebration of quality,
style and service. ‘…..it was a very posh place!!’
A Cornwall hotel combining traditional values with modern
amenities in a simply unrivalled coastal setting. ‘…..the
scenery was amazing!!’
Situated on the Lizard Peninsula in South Cornwall the hotel
stands on the cliff top overlooking the harbour and fishing
cove with uninterrupted sea views. ‘…..the wind blew and
the beaches had a ‘red flag’ day!!!’
We invite you to experience it for yourself. ‘…It was an experience we won’t forget!!’
An inviting, healthy lunch was laid out and waiting for us in superlacious surroundings. We ate as
much as we wanted and kept going back for more! A chance to sit and chat with our new friends
before venturing out onto the windy cliff tops. A superb setting for lunch and offering an insight into
the hospitality industries required along the coastal areas to accommodate and provide for the
range of leisure and tourist sectors.

Mullion Harbour and work of the National Trust
Justin Whitehouse, Coastal Manager and Robyn Davies, Surf Project
A short walk and we found out so much about our coastline and who looks after it: -the effects of
climate change on our land and what we can do about it; the freedom of walking and the enjoyment
of being outdoors; plus the added bonus of meeting a World Champion Surfer – now working on a
National Trust Project.

‘It was a long long walk but I enjoyed every minute of it.’
Five times British surf champion Robyn Davies recently working for the National Trust, launched a
major project this year to increase support among young surfers and water users for the Trust’s
coastal work in Devon and Cornwall. The Surf Project, spearheaded by Robyn, will begin a new wave
of involvement between the charity and 11 to 26 year olds in Devon and Cornwall – the surfing
capital of the UK. Robyn will be developing volunteering opportunities, organising events and
managing eco-surf lessons. Much of the role will develop over time, but Robyn is also expected to
work on conservation and regeneration projects along the coast.
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And we met this amazing person!!
‘We had to go on a two and half mile walk along the coastline with a guy from the National Trust
named Justin. One thing I did find very interesting however was the guy who brought about the
transmission of radio waves – Marconi. Such little things we take for granted such as our mobile
phones and internet all started from such a complicated foundation invented by a genius’
The walk ended with a visit and talk inside the Marconi Centre, a small
wooden building leased by enthusiastic volunteers who are interested in
radio waves and the historical and future technology. It was from here that
the first radio waves were transmitted across the Atlantic Ocean to New
Foundland in Canada.
‘Some of us thought Marconi made pasta, no, he made wireless
communication’

Goonhilly Earth Station
Is this the future? We journeyed through 200 years of communication and had
the chance to make a free telephone call anywhere in the world…… The café
very quickly served up a big pasty supper before we took a special bus ride
that sped us off on a satellite tour around Goonhilly and visit to Future World.
We pressed buttons and spoke to our future robot. Where will BT go next?

‘Visiting Goonhilly was something I definitely enjoyed. It opened my
eyes to the reality behind our mobiles and other sorts of
communications’

Day 4
Lizard Lighthouse, Trinity House, Lizard Peninsula
Lizard Lighthouse is a landfall and coastal mark guiding vessels in passage along the English Channel
and warning of the hazardous waters off Lizard Point. The distinctive twin towers of the Lizard
Lighthouse mark the most southerly point of mainland Britain. The
coastline is particularly hazardous, and from early times the need for a
beacon was obvious.
A tour up the lighthouse tower gave us a spectacular view out to sea. The
beacon light can be seen 26 miles away by ships – (as far as the outskirts of
London- where you can see nothing but buildings…..). You can stay in one
of the lighthouse cottages, visit the YHA at the next peninsula, learn more
about the importance of lighthouses in the new museum or make links
with Trinity House in London. City to Sea has many connections. We went
to the very edge of the British coastline at Lizard Peninsula…
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Kynance Cove and Coastal walk
Fresh air, exercise, opportunity to stride out and be free, hear the silence and walk in the rain…. And
it’s all FREE……
Dramatic and historic stretch of Cornish coast






The Lizard, the most southerly point of mainland Britain
Lizard Wireless Station, site of ground-breaking radio experiments
Dramatic cliff-top walks, rare wildflowers and unique geology
Home to England's rarest breeding bird – the Cornish Chough
Kynance Cove, white-sand, turquoise water and multi-coloured islands
‘The longest walk of my life!!’

We walked from the Lighthouse towards Kynance Cove along the cliff tops but as the weather drew
in and the rain came down we decided to head back inland to a local freshly cooked fish and chip
lunch!

Coverack Bay Kayaking and Water Sports
The afternoon was spent getting wet, learning new skills, laughing and letting go of
some energy. Robin our supervisor from the Coverack Windsurfing Centre provided
all the equipment including those skin tight wet suits…. But we all looked great and
had a superb time messing about on the sea, kayaking, and surfing the waves. For
some it was fishing and reeling in their first catch of mackerel. We kept warm and
kept going. For some it was a memory of a lifetime. A school of dolphins had heard
our shouting and splashing and came into the bay to see what was happening. They
played and swam with those still in the water. It was a unique and special honour –
a rare chance to be at ‘one with nature’…
Robin took some neat photos of us all….

Paris Hotel, Coverack
On a fine sunny day you can sit outside the Paris Hotel and soak up the view of the quaint fishing
village of Coverack looking out to sea and the coast of the Lizard Peninsula. There’s plenty to do and
the people who live in the village are friendly, warm and love to have visitors….
Even without the fine weather, on our journey home to the city we took with us some life changing
memories of our time in Cornwall.
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LONDON CITY
Day 6&7
Arriving at Queen Mary, University of London (QMUL) student halls, the Cornish group settled in and
went for dinner with the THSU Programme Co-ordinator – Azim Abdul. The halls had provided
excellent facilities last year, with high security and close to venues and transport systems for ease of
access around London.

Greenwich Maritime Museum
Stephen Moorhouse
The London young people reunited with the 12 teenagers from
Cornwall at the Greenwich Maritime Museum. This was an
appropriate starting point for exploring the maritime industry
and to learn about its historical significance in the capital,
providing the group with their
first taste of the importance of
London as a Royal Naval centre
and the shipping trades with
the rest of the world. This made the links with Cornwall’s historic
maritime industry, boat and ship production and its vantage point
as a coastal outpost for Britain’s protection and trading links.
Bringing us into the 21st century we then looked at the development of cruise and leisure ships, the
present day size of trading ships and their cargoes, and our effects as human beings on the sea with
the absentminded pollution of throw away waste and consumption of finite fish resources for our
food chain.
Our London excursion took us down the River Thames on a ferry boat
to Westminster, under Tower Bridge. An exciting ride that gave a view
of this city from the historical maritime perspective, past the now
developed and residential wharfs and warehouses, the great buildings
of the 17th and 18th century and modern life in London today.
Experiencing the Thames in its present use and being able to imagine
its past.
A trip in a pod on the London Eye gave the group a bird’s eye view of
the river and the city, the sprawling urbanisation of the capital and its
maritime relevance to a trade and industry that through its history has become one of the most
important sectors of the British economy today.
We took a walk along the river embankment and visited the London Aquarium to remind us that the
sea is not just about finance and world trade, importing and exporting our goods, or taking us on
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tourist holiday routes – it is the underwater world that is home to a vast life of creatures, we don’t
normally see. In going into the depths of life at sea, in rivers or lakes we could experience the marine
life and encourage us all to have a respect and urgent need to consider life underwater.
Dinner – a train ride and walk to Tinsel town restaurant and all the razzmatazz of an American
themed bar before all returned home exhausted.

Day 8
The Baltic Exchange
Jeremy Penn, Chief Executive
The City and Sea Exchange entered the business world of the modern maritime industry with a visit
to The Baltic Exchange. Jeremy Penn the Chief Executive introduced the mornings session of various
representations from a host of partner organisations, giving an insight into a vast range of
opportunities for maritime careers and the exciting world of shipping, ship brokering, insurance,
Merchant Navy and charter ships.
Claire Sneddon from Sea Vision gave a lively insight into this
umbrella organisation ‘Why the sea is important to me?’
followed by; Maritime London and maritime services in the
city; ’What does Lloyd’s register of Shipping do?’, the
fascinating role of a ship broker and its historical beginnings
in the coffee shops of the river embankment wharfs; an
explanation of charterers by Catherine Bacon from Cargill;
insuring the risks of shipping goods by International
Transport Intermediaries Club Ltd (ITIC); a lively interactive session to explain what happens when
ships go ‘biff’ in the night by Julian Clark shipping insurance and finally if you want to go to Sea, how
the Merchant Navy provides an excellent route into this exciting and expansive maritime industry.
The young people asked so many questions to delve further
into information about the maritime sector and conversed
enthusiastically during the coffee and lunch breaks with the
hosts from respective organisations.
For the afternoon Duncan Bain had organised a visit to Tate &
Lyle sugar factory and wharf at Silvertown. An original landing
site for sugar from the last century, the group witnessed a
bulk carrier ship at the dockside having unloaded its cargo.
Ken Wilson gave a lively talk about the company on a tour round the sugar-mountains and wharf
areas. And the young people found out the old links to Mr Tate and Mr Lyle and how the whole
shipping of sugar started and has remained in this family run business ever since.
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Dinner – that evening was relaxing time in the Ten Pin Bowling Alley, a competition to find the best
alley bowler and Pizza Hut afterwards for a group feast. It was also a time to socialise, mix and build
on friendships formed whilst down in Cornwall and for the Cornwall young people to get a real taste
of life in the big city with its easy access to activities and restaurants.

Day 9
Lloyd’s of London
In general, young people have a very slim chance of getting into prestigious buildings such as Lloyd’s
of London, so we feel privileged that we were allowed to dress in
our smartest clothes and enter the business world of Lloyd’s
Insurance.
During the morning period, small groups were given a tour of the
buildings, past the famous bell and
Nelson cabinet of artefacts, and into
the grand old dining room. We were
Looking smart at One Lime Street
given a brief potted history of the
very beginnings of Lloyd’s, its current form, its purpose, and its future
– with magnificent views through the glass fronted offices in the
industrial looking structure of the building. This was a world apart for
the young people who had come up from their rural setting on the
coast of Cornwall, an inspirational visit for all.
Summer Uni Showcase
The final afternoon was spent at the Summer Uni Showcase, located at the Rich Mix Cultural Centre
in Bethnal Green. It is the annual showcase displaying young people’s work from THSU summer
courses. The whole group attended the showcase which was a great way of getting the young people
from Cornwall exposed to the rich diversity in our youth community and demonstrating
achievements they made during the summer programme, of which they are a part. It was a really
interactive event attended by 200 young people from across Tower Hamlets.

Day 10
The Cornwall group head for home. It was an emotional for all; the young people knew it was the
end of a very exhausting programme. They were all committed and worked very hard during the
exchange. They made new friends and enjoyed spending time finding out about each other’s lives.
The staff knew it had been another successful programme and immediately spoke of replicating the
project next year.
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Learning outcomes
It is always important to establish learning outcomes and let young people know about their
achievements. The following points are thought to sum-up their experience. These Learning
Outcomes will be placed on the Tower Hamlets Summer University certificates of achievement:
Cornwall City & Sea Exchange
· Met with people and took part in an interactive session with industry professionals,
including the Baltic Exchange, Sea Vision UK, Cargill, ITIC, Holman Fenwick Willan, Lloyd’s
Register, Maritime London, Simpson Spence & Young and the Merchant Navy Training Board
·

Attended a session at the Lloyd’s of London and gained an excellent insight into the
insurance aspect of shipping

·

Learned about the human impact and pollution and its effects on the conservation and
habitats within the sea by meeting with Environmentalists and making a visit to the
Maritime Museum in Greenwich

·

Attended the Tate & Lyle factory, the world’s largest Sugar processing factory and gained
knowledge and understanding of the Import and Export aspect of the Maritime Industry,
including commercial shipping; all of these learnings giving participants a real insight into the
extensive availability of job opportunities and entry routes in the Maritime Sector

·

Attended a residential expedition in Cornwall and participated in various educational and
adventure activities in the Maritime leisure industry including visits to RNAS Culdrose air/sea
rescue, Goonhilly Earth Station, Lizard Lighthouse & Lifeboat Station and Kynance Cove

·

Learnt to interact, exchange ideas and work with students from a very different cultural
background and much more!

Conclusion & Recommendation
The second year of the Cornwall City and Sea Exchange created an active and diverse programme of
events for the participants to build their awareness and increase their understanding of the wide
range of opportunities available for careers in the maritime sector. The young people who took part
gained far more than the project anticipated, from the interaction with each other and the
communication and interface they experienced with other people their own age from very different
backgrounds. The outcome of the project has inspired many of them to consider following up the
possible routes they could take in various sectors of the maritime industry for the future. It has also
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motivated some of them to decide to return to Cornwall or London for their own personal interests
and take other friends to show them the different areas.
The London group were involved in a reflection and evaluation session where they produced a group
journal and fed back thoughts and ideas they would recommend for improving the programme for
next year.
The suggestions are summarised in the list below:
Talks and presentations need to be more interactive – ‘less lectures and presentations with
people talking at us rather than getting us actively participating and learning as we go’
Partake in an activity specific to the location linked to the maritime theme – ‘experience and
take part in traditional Cornish activities rather than focus on the history’ (The programme
needs to include a visit on a ship, yacht or fishing boat or take part in coastal conservation)
Plan more free time for social interaction and reflection – ‘everyday have a group meeting
time to discuss and talk about the day, feelings, to reflect and let loose together’. (The
London group learnt a great deal from each other at the evening sessions of feedback and
reflection)
Plan in the opportunity to produce their own ‘journal’ of the experience – ‘have the chance
to do a video diary type activity or create a journal to present at the end of the programme’
(Young people have a wide range of skills and knowledge of different ways to produce their
own ‘report’, from digital cameras, video & mobile film clips, use of different materials etc)
Include a physical activity or sport session each day – ‘we enjoyed being outdoors, it would
be good to do an activity every day’
Consider alternative ways to provide good meals – ‘we could all cook as a group a meal for
the other group or not always go out for lunchtimes’ (This would be an opportunity for the
young people to be involved in the decision making for the food they eat, encouraging
collaborative working and more healthy diets)
Select specific aims that link Cornwall and London maritime interests – ‘we needed maps to
look at to understand the coast and shipping and where we were staying’ (Provide an
overview and maps of the UK and coastline so links can be made).

Action
1. Liaise with staff in Cornwall to plan an interactive programme of events and include
reflection and journal time in the itinerary.
2. Plan more activity sessions each day related to the maritime sector.
3. Consider if possible each group cooking one meal for the other group or buying lunchtime
food for picnics on day trips and walks.
4. Introduce follow up sessions and evaluations that encourage the young people to contribute
to a developing programme and motivate them to consider the next stage of a career in the
maritime industry.
5. Encourage and develop the participants to be youth ambassadors and be involved in
recruiting young people for the next year’s programme
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The programme for this year has been invaluable for the two groups in so many different ways, and
they continue to discuss and talk about their experience. The staff took great pleasure in organising
and working with the young people. Next year it is recommended the programme is developed and
continued to support the rare opportunity offered to these young people.
Abdul Azim: THSU Programme Co-ordinator
Jenny Cater: THSU Course Leader
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Article

Sea Vision inspires City & Sea students
Sea Vision has been promoting maritime careers to students taking part in the City & Sea exchange project,
part of the Tower Hamlets Summer University (THSU) programme.
Sea Vision has been promoting maritime careers to students taking part in the City & Sea exchange project, part of the
Tower Hamlets Summer University (THSU) programme.
Sea Vision took part in the event which involved 24 students from inner city London and rural Cornwall examining
maritime opportunities and careers in both locations.
THSU offers an annual programme of free, high quality taster courses and activities specifically for young people from
disadvantaged areas, aged between 11 and 25 years old. The courses include Careers in Maritime, Photography,
Careers in the Rail Industry, Islamic Calligraphy, Introduction to Medicine, Tourism and Rowing, to name a few.
The City & Sea exchange was hosted by Sea Vision partner The Baltic Exchange. Sea Vision partners Lloyd’s
Register and the Merchant Navy Training Board also delivered presentations and discussed career opportunities. The
other speakers included representatives from Simpson, Spence & Young, Cargill, ITIC, and Holman Fenwick Willan.
The intention was to give the students a taste of some of the city-based roles in maritime services as well as
opportunities wider afield within the sector.
Claire Sneddon, communications manager for Sea Vision comments: “Events like this are an invaluable opportunity to
explain just how significant the maritime sector’s contribution is to our economy and quality of life.
“The speakers were able to demonstrate just how modern and high-tech the industry is. The students were really
interested, they were asking lots of questions and were very keen to follow up on the discussion. Without this
exchange, many of the students would never have considered the excellent career opportunities available across the
maritime industry.”
THSU runs programmes throughout the year, providing exciting and diverse youth led courses for young people aimed
at raising aspirations, confidence and skills. The programme has been so successful that work is underway to roll it out
across the entire country.
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